Antigen Self-Tests during your stay on Campus

If you are on campus longer than 2 days, please perform an antigen-self-test every second day.

In case you get a positive self-test result:

- Avoid contacts and go for an official antigen test in a test center to confirm the positive result. Some test centers are shown in this map: https://www.hamburg.de/corona-schnelltest/
- After receiving a second positive antigen test result isolate yourself in the hostel and inform hostel (hostel@desy.de) and User Office (door@desy.de, 89982304, 89982368)
- A PCR test must be arranged immediately. Persons without symptoms can have this PCR test carried out at one of the test centres or via https://eterminservice.de/terminservice.
- Persons showing typical symptoms of a Corona infection book an appointment online via https://eterminservice.de/terminservice or make an appointment by telephone via 116 117.

If your PCR test is positive:

- please upload the first positive test result certificate (Antigen-Test) at www.hamburg.de/corona-kontakt
  Unfortunately, the websites are only in German, so in case non-German speaking persons need support, User Office will help
- After receiving a positive PCR test result, there is an obligation to isolate for 10 days! it is possible to end the domestic isolation prematurely by means of a negative test. For this purpose, from day 7 of the isolation period, a rapid antigen test (alternatively PCR test) can be carried out in a testing centre; quarantine may be interrupted briefly for this purpose. Please note that the test sites may only be visited if no typical symptoms of a SARS-CoV-2 infection are present. If the test result is negative, the test result must also be uploaded to www.hamburg.de/corona-kontakt
  This ends the isolation.

- Whenever you have to give contact details, do not only give your private address but also DESY hostel address with room number (telephone number is 8998 90xxxx, where xxxx is the room number) in case somebody has to contact you
  Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY
  DESY Hostel (room XXX)
  Notkestraße 85
  D-22607 Hamburg

FOOD during quarantine:

During quarantine, you can stay in the Hostel. Food will be provided by DESY caterer Alsterfood, but has to be ordered by yourself via email to desy.hamburg@alsterfood.de
Contact the caterer as soon as possible, they will not be available after 15:00 in the afternoon. You can choose from the Menu https://desy.myalsterfood.de/, send information about food restriction etc.
Hostel/User office will help if necessary.